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SCHOOL OF CIVIL ~GINEERL1\lG) CORNELL UNIVERSITY
.
TESTS ON LIGHT BEAMS OF O::>LD FORMED STEEL.
FOR 'lliE AAERlCAN IRON AND STEEL INSTI'IUTE
Thirty-eighth Progress Report
June 1944
I. SCOPE OF 'lHIS RE.~RT
~ ......
In the Twenty-fifth Progrpss Report a series of twenty-three tests ~~s re-
ported on web crippling under concentrated loads. On the basis of these tests
..
the design requirements of Section 4.9 of the Tentative Specifications (April 19~
adition) were written.
The scope of these test3, ho~e~er) was not b~ad enough to insure safe ue-
sign stipulations for all importunt cases for the following reasons: (a) CJf t~e
;wenty-thres tests six were conducted with roller loading (zero· bearir.g len~th) t
md therefore are notrenresenta+ive of actual conoitions. This leaves only
~enteen repr3sentati ve tests. (b) All tes~;s were conducted so f'S to calIse
--.
ral1ure at the load point by preventing fa.lure at the supports; therefore, no
iata were available to write specifications or., allo?table magnituds of end re-
actions. (c) All speciml9ns were loaded on the top flanb~ cnl::. UnGer actual
~------,--------_._._-------~._---_..•.
:onditions rather frequently a b~am may be loaded at the support by an additional
~cncentrated load on the top flange, as by a stud fI'Ol.• t:.e next higher floor.
~ information was obtained for such a condition. (d) All specimens were of
-----------.
~dentical 8-in. depth which made it impossible to investigate the influence, if
- "' ........----- ..----.-'"--~'_ ..;._. -,
:lny, of the depth of the be§m on the crippling strength of the web.
For these reasons an additional series of extensive tests was carried out
In web crippling. These tests we:;re designed to turnish infonnation on all the
~ases enumerated above. A total of lOl~~~~~~_~~re carried out so that, together
-~_... " ... _._ ......-........-
~tli the seventeen representative tests of the old series, 118 tests are now
~iable for evaluation.
:.. This report contains the complete test results, the evaluation"of these re-
~ts, and suggestions tor revised and broadened design specifications.
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I.ll-:- METHOD OF TESTING
The specimens were cut from undamaged outside pe)tions of the beams reported
n j the Thirty-third and Thirty-fourth Reports. The short beams so obtained,
.ot furnished with any web stiffeners, were tested for various types of web-
rippling as follows:
(a) A total at twenty-six specimens was tested to obtain wob failure under
. concentrated load on the span, similar to the failures discussed in the ~fienty-
'ifth Report. Beams were. loaded at midspan by means of distributing etee], plates
'f various widths, so as to obtain different lengths of bearing. Faihire at the
upports was prevented by resting the ends on SUfficiently wide steel plates.
he beams were tested on very shortsp6.lls (10" to 24") so as to eliminate any
'ailure in bending. 'lhese tests are designated as "web-crippling, span, top·
'lange loading. f1
(b) A to~al of twenty.four specimens was tested in a similar vrey, but so as
:0 .se failure at the supports. This was done by inserting sufficiently wide
iistributing plates under the center load and by using narrower distributing
Ilates of various Widths at the supports. These tests are designated as "web-
:rlppling, reaction, top flange loading. tI
(c) A total ot thirty specliuens was tested under direct compression load of
:he web somewhere along the span (removed from ends). The beams were loaded by
:wo identical distributing plates, one on the top flange, the other on the bot-
:Jm flange, opposite each other. This condl tion approXimates that at an inter-
ladiate support of a continuous beam sustaining, at that support, an additional
:oncentrated load on the top flange from overlying floors (studs resting on the
bp flange, or the like). 'I'hese tests are designated as "web-crippling, span,
~,:o-flange loading."
ii ~) A total of twenty-one specimens was tested under Similar direct compres-
liOIt ...oad, but with loads applied at one end of each specimen. This condition
~proximates that at a support of a simple beam sustaining at that support an
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!additional top flange load as above. These tes,ts are designated as "web- .;rippling,
I.ion. two-flange loading".
In both "reaction" loadings (b and d, above) the outer edges of the dlstrib-
I
lting plates were aliened with the ends of the beams. All distributing plates
iJ9re placed on rockers or rollers so as t"o obtain continuous contact deep! te de-
!:lection of the specimens.
fn. RESULTSr:i
The test results are summarized in table 1, below and the graphical repre-
!sentation or the test evaluation is given on draWings .343 to 346.
I
Table 1
Results of Web Crippling Tests
S typ
Beam p.s.L in. I
~·2 1/2-16-1 30,200 .0603
4-.-'2-16-2 30,200 .0603
"', .... '
t • 2; - 16-1 30,200 .0599
5- '% 16-1 30,200 .0609v -
5 - '% - 16-2 30,200 .0609...
a - r.z. 15-1 37,300 .0'64?...' -
a _ f7. 15-2 27,200 .0647.... -
l-2 1/2-12-1 35,100 .1070
;·2 1/2-12-2 35,100 .1070
. -
r: 12-1 35,100 .1082... -
~ - '% 12-~ 35,100 .1082... -
a _ ~ _ 12-1 36,,200 .1091l~






































































































Failure Loads, lb. (per web)
Syp t b Spall Reaction Span. Reaction
Beam p.s.!. in. in. top .fl. top flo . two-flo two-f1.
...
,
35,700 .1342 1 15,&>0 7,940 15,'750 6,750.2 .../2-10-1
1.5 17,350 8,500
.2 1/2-10-2 35,700 .1342 1.5 15,100 8,370
2.5 18,050 12,800
- 3 - 9-1 33,100 .1478 1 16,500 9,350 16,650 8,900
1.5 ·18,150 20,300 11,150
-
r.l: 9-2 33,100 .1478 1.5 10,720... -
2.5 21,150 12,600 21,950 12,300
- 3 - 9-1 33,100 ;1473 1 17,350 9,400 .l. 7 ,950
1.5 20,250 19,750
2.5 23,900




Inspection of taole 1, above, reveljlls the following striking features:
il Failure loads of corresponding span tests with top flange loading and two-
lange loading are practically identical (columns 5 and 'lot table 1); likewise,
iilu~loads of corresponding reaction tests wi th top flange loading and vii th .
~o"'fl.ange loading are practically identical (columns 6 anc1 8 of' table 1).
0) Failure loads at reactions (columns 6 and 8 are approximately half of the
)rtesponding span 10ads (columns 5 and 7). These general observations facili-
ite the systematic evaluation of the results.
A formula was piven on p. 6 of the ~lenty-fifth Report which represented
itisfactorily the results of the old tests. If this formula were reliable, it
10111d ·likowise apply to the crippling loads of "span, top flange loa.ding" of
le present tests. Trial computations, summarized in table 2, bolow, showed that
lis was not the case actually. The necessi ty of' establi shing a new fonnula whi ell
)uld agree satisfactorily with the old as well as the new tests led to the fol-
)wing considerations:
A formula. for the evaluation of these tests should possess the following
pe.s:.
(:a) It should be correct dimensionally (which the formula of the ~fienty-.
fthReport was not), that is the. result of the formUla, or its right side, ~
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i~OUld be expressed in poUnds, since it represents the failure load.
~(b) It should result in a definite magnitude of failure load not only for
~y finite b, but also for b = 0, that is, for "zero bearing width". Indeed, an
(c) It should express the fact, noticeable from table 1, that the failure
load increases with increasing width of bearing b.
(d) If the depth of the beam is of any influence it should correctly reJTe-
sent such influence.
An analysis of the latter feature revealed that within the given range of
depth, 4 in. to 8 in., the depth was found to have no influence on the crippling
strength. An examination of table 1 in this respect will confirm this finding
~alitatively. In this table the first digit of the beam designation gives its
de'" Comparison of lOads for identical b (;lIld t, but for various depths shoVis
practical identity of results despite the variation in depth. A detailed qtlan-
titative analysis of this feature, within the range ~f test results, confirmeu
,this .finding.
The for.nula, then, has to satisfy requirements a to c above. One simple
:aathematical expression which answers these stipulations is:
I
Where P is the failure load; where A, B, and n are constants to be determined by
tests. A graphical analysis of the tests, the end result of which is sho~n on
drawings 343 to 346 revealed that the exponent best representing the tests is
n :: 1/2. This finding is in accord with that of the Twenty-fifth Report.
It remained, then, to establish the numerical coefficients li and B. For
this nurpose the tests results, separately for the four types of loading, were
plo~. in a manner which would result in a straight line graph of theeCJ.uatlon
,above (with n = 1/2). This is shown on drawings 343 to 346. (In draVvi.ng 34~ for.
i
l~span, top flange loading" the results of both the old tests of the Twenty-fifth
-6-
~9port and the new tests of this Report are plotted.) In' this type of drawing A
frelf~nts the intercept on the vertical axis and B the slo1>e of the straight
. .
In this manner the following two equations were established:
IFor span crippling, both top flange and two-flange loading:
I -, .
.r:-;-:a 2 .
_ Pult = (15 + 3.25 V bit) t slP
~or reaction crippling, both top flange and two-flange loading:
Pult = (IO + 1.25 Vb/;) t
2
syp
:he straight lines representing these equations are plotted on all four.drawings.
:t is seen that test points scatter within satisfactory limits around these lines.
In order to show quantitatively the accuracy of these formulae, the four
:ables below have been computed. These tables contain the actual failure loads,
:he failure loads computed fro~ the ~bove formulae, and the percentage of devia-
:ion for all tests, including those or the Twenty-fifth Report ("cla tests").
:ab~., fer "span, top flange loading", .in addition contains the failure loads
:ompl.1-~ed dccording to the "old" formula of the' Twenty-fifth Report, and the cor-
~esponding percentages of deviation.
Table 2
Comparison of Empirical and Computed Failure Loads
Span, Top Flange Loading
Beam syp t b Pw P % Pw %
Test 01dwf. New f.
{ a} new tests'
~-2 1/2-16-1 30,200 .0603 1 2,770 2,660 + 1.5 3,090 - 6.8
4-2 1/2-16-2 W,200 .0603 1 3,250 2,660 +22.2 3,090 + 5.2
{-2 1/2-16-2 W,200 .0603 1.5 3,900 3,040 +28.3 3,420 +14.0
4 - 2 - J.6-1 30,200 .0599 'Z 4,850 3,980 +21.8 4,100 +18.3...,
- 2 - 16-1 30,200 .0599-. 2.5 4,800 3,780 +27.0 3,850 +24.7
6 - :3 - 16-1 30,200 .0609 1 3,750 2,670 +40.5 3,170 +18.3
6-_ 16-1 30,200 .0609 1.5 3,850 3,050 +26.2 3,480 "'10.6
6 - ~ . 16-2 30,200 .0609 ~ 4.,350 3,990 + 9.0 4,220 + 3.1..,
.'2 15-1 37,300 .0641 1 4,000 3,560 +12.4 4,330 - 7.6..... -
-3 - 15-1 37,300 . .0647 1.5 4,400 4,170 + 5.5 4,760 - 7.6
'7 15-2 37,300 .0647 ·2.5 4,300 5,140 -16.3 5,480 -21.6.., -
Beam
-7-
Syp t b P Pw % P\'t . %)~ T....e~.,;;.;.,t_...,;;O;,;;l_d;..";;,,r .... N.._e_.w___.f..;.. _
1
. .., 1/2-12-2
6 - 3 - 12-1
6 - :3 - 12-1
6 - 3 - 12-2
9 - 3 - 12-1
. 9 - :3 - 12-1
8 - 4- 12-1
4-2 1/2-10-1
4-2 1/2-10-2
6 - 3 - 9-1! 6 - 3 - 9.1,'
6 - 3 - 9-2
8 - 3 - 9-1
8 - 3 - 9-1


































































































































! 1 a *)
K 1 b *)
N 2 a *)
NIb *)
N 2 b *)
o 2 a *)
o 1 b *)









































































































































*) These eight tests are the only ones on single web be&~s in this entire
report. All other beams had double webs.
+) These two tests, carried out on two cut off portions of the same rather
badly distorted beam appear to be unreliable. Their ultimate loads are
relatively lower than those of all other tests, due, probably, partly to
initial distortion and partly to relatively high bending stress in the
top flange (see Tw~nty-rifth Report).
~In this table:
s = yield point
YD
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t = sheet thickness
. b = width 01" bearing
P!i = ultimate load computed from new for.mula, given above in this
w new t.
Report.
%= percentage of deviation = 100 (Pw te~~ - P . ~ )/p ~~(~f
... v W C01l1p W comp
The mean deviation of Pw test trom Pw old f~ is + 22.4%. the mean positive
deviation + 31.0%, the mean negative deviation - 14.6%. The same deviations of
P - from P t are respectively - .41%. + 9.2%, and - 11.6%. From these
w test w new • "
figures as well as from direct inspection 01" table 2 it is seen that the new
formula is in much better agreEll'llent not only with the new tests but also with the
old ones, except tor the two beams marked +). In particular-a comparison of the
va~s ~f the mean positive and negative deviations shows that the new formula
results in much ~aller scattering than the old one, that is, it is not only more
accurate in the average but the range of deviation of test from computed values
is much smaller.
Table 3
Comparison of Empirical and Computed Failure Loads-
Reaction, Top Flange Loading
Beam s t b Pw test pw form %yp
.....,
I~
30,200 .0603 1 1,770 1,670 + 6.04-2 1/2-16-1
4-2 1/2-16-1 ~,200 .0603 2.5 :~,900 1,980 - 4.0
4-2 1/2-16-2 30,200 .060e 1 1,950 1,670 +16.8
{-21/2..16-2 30,200 .0603 1.5 2,110 1,780 +18.0
6 - 3 -16-1 30,200 .0609 1 1,870 1,690 +10.6
S - :3 - 16-2 30,200 .0609 1.5 2,250 1,820 +2~.6
a - 3 _ 15-1 37,200 .0647 1 1,850 2,320 -20.3
8 -_ 15-2 37, ZOO .0647 1.5 2,180 2,490 -12.5
a - -15-2 37, ZOO .0647 2.5 2,390 2,770 -13.7
4.02 1/2-12-2 35,100 .1070 0.8 5,700 5,380 + 4.1
6 ~_ ~ _ 12-1 35,100 .1082 1 6,_170 5,680 + 8.6
6 ~ 3 - 12-2 35,100 .1082 1.5 7,350 6,020 +22.1
Beam.
r'- 3 - 12-2
8 - 3- 12-1
8 - 3 - 12-2
8 - 3 - 12-2
4:-2 1/2-10-1
4-2 1/2-10-2
6 - 3 - 9-1
6 - 3 - 9-2
6 - 3 - 9-2
8 - 3 - 9-1
8 - 3 - 9-2-













































































The nomenclature is the same as in table 2 except that P ~ :» ultimate loadw ... o ...
,
computed fram formula given earlier in this section, per web.
The mean deviation is + 4.1%, the mean positive deviation +13.5%, the mean nega-
tive deviation ~ 8.9%.
Table 4





4 - 2 - 16-1
6 - :3 - 16-1
6 - 3 - 16-1
6 - 3 - 16-2
8 -3 - 15-1






6 - 3 - 12-1
6 - 3 - 12-1
6 - 3.--12-2
8 - 3 - 12-1





















































































































































.Beam s t b· Pw test Pw formyp
b - '" 9-1 3;3,100 .14'/8 1 15,650 1G.850 -. 1.2~. -
6 - ': 9-1 53,100 .1478 1.5 20,;300 18·,200 +1:l..51J
"6
-
':l 9 .:) 33,100 .1478 2.5 21,950 20,500 + '1.1,.; - -t:j
S - 3 - 9-1 33,100 .1483 1 17,950 16,800 + ,j.8
8 - ':l 9-1 33,100 .1473 1.5 19,750 18,250 T 8.2.... -
8 - 3 - 9-1 33,100 .1473 2.5 23,900 20,300 +17.7
8 - 3 - 9-2 33,100 .1473 3 20,100 21,700 - 7.4
The mean deviation is + 4.0%, the mean posttlve deviation +10.0%, the mean nega-
tive deviation -7.6%.
This table 4, for two-flange loading, was computed by the same formula as
table 2 for top flange loading~ A comparison of the different values of the
typical deviations for this and table 2 shows that the sa~e formula represents
the results of the tests with the two different types ot loading with almost ex-
actly the same degree of accuracy. This proves the statement made earlier in .
this report that the same design requirements may be applied to these two dif-
~3nt conditions.
Table 5
Comparison of Empirical and Computed Failure Loads
Reaction, Two-flange Loading"
Beam s t b Pw test Pw fom %yp
4... 2 1/2-16-2 30,200 .0603 1.5 1,870 1,780 + 5.0
4 - 2 - 16-1 30,200 .0599 2.5 1,800 1,950
-
7.7
6 ... :3 ... Vi.l 30 j200 .0609 1 1,600 1,690
- 5.3
6 - 3 - 16-1 30,200 .0609 1.5 1,700 1,820 - 6.6
6 ... :3 .. 16-2 30,200 .0609 2.5 1,900 2,020
-
5.9
8 ':l 15-1 3'7,300 .0647 1 1,850 2,320 -20.2... v ...
8
-
r;: 15-1 37,300 .0647 1.5 1,920 2,490 -22.9~
8 '2 15-2 37,300 .0647 2.5 2,240 2,770 -19.1- ... -
4-2 1/2-12-1 35,100 .1070 1 5,100 5,520 7.6
5-2 1/2-12-1 35,100 .1070 1 5,350 5,520
-
~.l
4-2 1/2-12-2 35,100 .1070 1.5 5,950 5,880 + 1.2
4-2 1/2-12-2 30,100 .1070 2.5 6,850 6,420 + 6.7
6 - 3 - 12-1 35,100 .1082 1 . C,900 5,680 + r;. Q..... v
6 - 2 - 12-1 35,100 .1082 1.5 5,950 6,020 - 1.2~ - 12-2 35,100 .1082 2.5 7,750 6,590 +17.6
4-4 1/2-10-1 35,700 .134:2 1 6,750 8,650 -21.9
4-2 1/2-10-1 35,700 .1342 1.5 8,500 9,100
-
6.6
4-2 1/2-10-2 35,700 .1342 2.5 12,800 10,550 +21. t..:
6 - :3 - 9-1· .33,100 .1478 1 8,900 9,530
-
6.6
6 -3 - 9-1 3~,100 .1478 1.5 11,150 10,100 +10.5
6 - 3 - 9-2 33,100 .1478 2.5 12,300 10,900 +12.8
-11-
A co:nparison of these deviations with those of table 3 lea08 -+:0 tte sar.!E.;.
. conclusions as fram the comparison ot the deviations of tables: aJd 4.
!_"_SF~Q!AL_OBSERVATIONS AND COt&i:ENTS
(1) Under "top flange loading" all specimens failed by distortion of the
,
part of the web directly under the load. The distortion was strictly localizej,
usually spreading not farther than about one third of the depth of the beam fro~
the flange into the web. This seams to show that this type of failure is not
caused by instability of the entire web, but by local overstressing. This
appears to be the reason for the conclusion that. within the range of these tests,
the depth of the beam does not have any noticeable influence on the magnitude
of the failure load. It is likely that this would not be so in very deep and
thi l1-webbed beams. HowetTE~!"', no liata are· available on auch beams.
"'-. (2) Under "two-flange loading" more than half of the specimens failed in
the same manner as under "top flange loading,t. that 1s. di stortion was localized
to the immediate vicinity of the loaded length. In the remainder of the tests
the entire web bulged out, but in these cases too distortion seemed to start not
at the center of the web (by lateral deflection) but directly at the loaded por-
tions. Thus "two-flange loading" differs from "top flange loading" mainly by
the fact that two zones of the web begin to fail approximately simultaneously,
one near each bearing area. This is the reason why the same formula holds for
"two-flange loading" and for "top flange loading."
(3) Within 'the range of lengths of bearing investigated (0.8 in. to 3.5 in.)
the best representation of the influence of the length of bearing "b" was obtab.ec
by the square root expressions given in the preceding section. It is not quite
• why the strength of the web should be proportional to the root of lib"
rather than to "b" directlYt and it is to be expected that for much longer
lengths of bearing an expression containing "b" directly rather than its root
~12-
would be more appropriate. However, (a) no ·tests wi th such large "b's" are avail-
r
~le, and (b) it is not likely ~hat in structures of this kind b will increase
appreciably beyond, say, 4 in. practically. For this reason it is believed tha:(
the square root expression should be retained in the Specifications as best rep-
rosenting the test results'..-
(4) In most of the tests, particularly for the heavier gages, distortion
occurred not only in the web, but also tn the loaded flanges, directly under the
loaded area .._ The loadi.ng"plate was actually pressed into the metal, that is,
.
plastic flow occurred under the load. In a more detailed series of tests it
might be advantageous to watch for the first traces of such flow by loading in
steps and inspecting the contact area after each loading. A test series of this
nature, however, would have required about four times as much time as was actually
used, and for this reason it was not considered feasible at this time.
(5) Of all the l~~ tests reported, only eight (of the old series) were made
single webs. All other tests were on double webs, joined to each other by
spot welds or bolts about 1/2 in. from either flange. Two of these eight tests
gave values markedly below all others (se~ table 2), whereas the other six showed
the sa~e resistance per web as in doubla web bewns. 'The evidence on the behaVior
of single web beams 1s therefore insufficient for the drawing of really valld
conclusions. With the employment of a SUfficiently large factor of sa~ety, how-
ever, it appears that the same formula can be used for both types (as stated in
the ~flenty-fifthReport). In particular, if the safety factor of 2.5 as pro-
posed in this Report is adopted, even the twottlow tests" of table 2 still have a
comfortable margin of safety of 1.52 and 1.68 respectively.
VI. SUGGESTED DESIGN SPECI]'I CATIONS
In the Tentative Specifications.~Section4.9 a factor of safety of 2.5 was
~roved for use with the formula ~lven in the Twe1lty-fifth Report. It is be~
lieved that this tactor, althOUgh higher than our standard 1.85, should be re-
tained for 'the following reasons: (a) Ultimate loads only are recorded in these
-13-
tests. It is known, though, that permanent distortions start at loads .sometimes
considerably below the ultimate (see Section 5,4 of this Report). Design require-
ments should provide a sufficient margin of safety not only against failure b~t
also against undesirable distortion. (b) Not enough ev!dence is available on tho
behavior of single web beams and it seems possible that a more extensive series
of tests might have found a somewhat smaller strength of such beams as compared
with double web ones. (See Section 5,5 of this Report.) Therefore, until fur-
ther tests are avail.ble on this phase, the safety factor should be chosen con-
servatively. (c) AlthOUgh it 1s believed that the range·of lengths of bearing
most likely to occur in practice (0.8 in. to 3.5 in.) has been investigated, it
1s not impossible that greater lengths may be used in exceptional cases. This
is one more reason for caution in the choice or the safety factor.
On this baeis the wording of the Design Specifications. to replace the pres-
~nt Section 4.9. may be suggested as follows:
"To prevent. web crippling of beams,
. (a) Concentrated loads anywhere on the span, or reactions of continuous supports
.shall not exceed, ~
P ,.. (6 + l.~ VB/t)t2 f (a)
max Y




min lIS 1 3 t 2 t
· .,
Concentrated loads o. the outer ends or cantilever".
of beams shall not exceed••
Pm~ :: (4 + 0.5 (BIt) t 2 f y
( b)
or s~ple end reactions
( c)
shall govern only if the first term in the brackets
. ]'or any given load or reaction, P, of the above type the minimum length of
bearing, B. shall be,-
B = (_·-..:P=--__ .. 8~2 t
min [ 0 5 t 2 r
• y
Note: Formulas (b) and (d)
~14-
1s larger than the second. If the reverse is the case, the smallest prac-
tically feasible bearing length is sufficient for the given load.
~nen additional loads at the supports are applied to the top flange (SUch as
studs resting on beams at the supports), bearing lengths for the loa~s on the
top flange and reactions on the bottom flange shall be computed independently by
the above formulas." The rest of this paragraph, from "In these ••• " to " ••• its
share of the stress." stands unchanged, except that the last word "stress'~ shall
be changed to "load or reaction."
Discussion:
The stipulation giv.en in the "Note" above is necessary for the following
reason: If this note were omitted, a zero reaction (p = 0) would require a bear-
Lag length of 64 t, whereas a reaction just sufficient to make the firsttenn in
the bracket qt eq. (d) equal.to 8 ~~uld require a zero bearing length., This
~4es merely from the fact that the square of a negative number is positive.
Physically speaking any.web is able to resist a certain limited force over "zero
bearing length" (e.g. transmission by a roller rather than a bearing plate) and
any force smaller than that, requiring only a "zero bearing length" will make
the first term in the bracket smaller than the second. If such a stipulation
should appear confusing, it may be advisable to omit formulas (b) and (d) entire-
ly and restrict the stipulations to formulas (a) and (c) as originally proposed
by us. It will be remembered that (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) are identical
equations, merely solved for different quantities. The addition of (b) and (d),
therefore, does not provide any new infonnation but only- a more convenient form
of expression.
VII • SUMMARY
(1) A total of 101 tests on web crippling by local loading was carried out.
In.addition to the seventeen representative tests of the Twenty-fifth Report,
118 web crippling tests are now available for the development of design speciti-
-15-
ca~ns.
(b) Tests were c~rried out for web crippling by l05ds on the span, by sim?l~
end reactions, by end reactions with additional loads ".. on the top flanere, B.ilQ
:by reactions of continuous supports with such additional loads.
(c) It was found that, for a given length of bearing, additional loads on.
one flange do not affect the bearing capacity of the web near the other flange.
(d) It was found that the original formula of the Twenty-fifth Report, for
loads on the span, was well on the conservative side in most cases and was in ,~
need of improvement •
. (d) Two formulas were developed from.the entire series of tests which rep-
resent, for the two cases (loads on span, and reactions) all test results with
very satisfactory accuracy.
~f) Only eight out of 118 tests were carried out on single web beams. All
others· refer to double webs. It must be recognized, therefore, that the amount
of evidence on single web beams is unsatisfactory. No specimens, however, were
available for more tests of this kind.
(g) The wording of new design specifications, based on a factor of safety
of 2.5, is suggested to replace the present Section 4.9 of the Tentative SpeCifi-
cations of April 1944.
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